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Abstract—Japanese Dairy Cattle Productivity Analysis is
carried out based on Bayesian Network Model (BNM). Through
the experiment with 280 Japanese anestrus Holstein dairy cow, it
is found that the estimation for finding out the presence of
estrous cycle using BNM represents almost 55% accuracy while
considering all samples. On the contrary, almost 73% accurate
estimation could be achieved while using suspended likelihood in
sample datasets. Moreover, while the proposed BNM model has
more confidence than the estimation accuracy lies in between 93
to 100%. In addition, this research also reveals the optimum
factors to find out the presence of estrous cycle among the 270
individual dairy cows. The objective estimation methods using
BNM definitely lead a unique idea to overcome the error of
subjective estimation of having estrous cycle among these
Japanese dairy cattle.
Keywords—Bayesian Network Model; BCS; Postpartum
Interval; Parity Number; Estrous Cycle; Cattle Productivity

I.

INTRODUCTION

Dairy cattle productivity largely depends on pure and more
accurate understanding of the presence of estrous cycle. The
subjective methods of finding estrous cycle in cows, such as
ultrasound image analysis by an experienced inspector could
jeopardize the farm productivity. The Bayesian Network
Model (BNM) with the inclusion of Body Condition
Parameter (BCS), Postpartum Interval (PPI) and Parity
number could be used to overcome the error in subjective
estimation of estrous cycle presence in cows. This research
reveals that the approach of using BNM with other
parameters, exhibit more objectively accurate estimation of
the presence of estrous cycle in the industry and thereby,
helping to the farm management to design proper estrous
synchronization protocol. The Body Condition Score: BCS,
Postpartum Interval: PPI and Parity Number have taken into
consideration for designing the proposed BNM.
The paper describes research background first followed by
introducing of BNM. Then experimental procedure and results
is described followed by conclusion with some discussions.

II.

RESEARCH BACKGROUND

A sound understanding of the presence or absence of
estrous cycle allows cattle producers to troubleshoot
reproductive problems in their farms. These understanding are
also important when using estrous synchronization and other
reproductive technologies in dairy industry. The estrous cycle
of cattle is the period from one estrus (heat, phase of sexual
receptivity) to the next estrus. For the cow and heifer, this
period averages 21 days, with a typical range of 18 to 24 days
in length [1, 2, 3, 4]. The reproductive function of a cow or
heifer is characterized by whether she displays normal estrous
cycles or not. Many factors have potential influences on the
presence or absence of estrous cycle of heifers and researchers
already focused on it elaborately [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].
Body condition Score (BCS), Days after childbirth and or
Postpartum
Interval(PPI),
parity
number,
ovarian
characteristics, uterine blood flow, progesterone level(P4),
climate and nutritional factors are mostly discovered
influential factors in this arena [13, 14, 15, 16]. Moreover, the
various species of heifers and different country’s
environmental condition could play vital roles in this case.
However, discovering the presence of estrous cycle would
definitely an important indication for reproductive
management in the cow herd. This would help the herd
management to synchronize the estrous and thus have more
chance to make cow pregnant with the help of artificial
insemination or even in a natural way [17, 18]. It is evident
from [17] that, estrous synchronization protocol assists to get
higher pregnancy rate in many countries (Fig. 1). However,
finding out the presence of estrous cycle and pregnancy
investigation in cattle usually done by ultrasound image
analysis by an experienced inspector and some regular data
analysis tools [18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. The usage of ultrasound
image analysis for cattle is still very much subjective and
expensive to some extent. Moreover, much experiences and
skills are required for interpreting ultrasound image analysis to
identify estrous cycle properly.
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Fig. 2. The decreasing conception rate in Japan, partial adoption from NLBC,
Japan
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Fig. 1. Effect of Estrous Synchronization Protocol, adopted from [17]

Among the many factors of cattle productivity influence,
the most influential one is the BCS, which is defined as “an
effective management tool to estimate the energy reserves of a
cow” [13, 23, 24] and most widely used for herd management.
There are many identified systems for measuring BCS, which
varies according to different countries [13, 23]. Using BCS to
evaluate cattle does not require any special equipment and can
be conducted anytime during the year. Poor body condition is
associated with reduced income per cow, increased
postpartum interval, increased dystocia, and lower weaning
weight. The most common and widely used (USA and Japan)
BCS scale ranges from 1 to 5 with 0.25 increments [24].
Though BCS measured subjectively and its reliability is
questioned, it is also evident that BCS has relationship with
many other factors of bovine, such as postpartum interval,
parity, and etc. [5, 11, 15, 24]. However, this investigation
focused on three influential factors (BCS, postpartum interval,
and parity) for understanding the presence and absence of
estrous cycle using a new unique Bayesian Network Model
(BNM). In total, 280 different Japanese Holstein cows
observing with their BCS (2.0 to 3.25), postpartum interval
and parity numbers to discover the ideal timing for artificial
insemination to make them pregnant. It is also important to
mention that, all these 280 samples found anestrus in their
farm. The aim of this study is to find out the optimum factors
to have an estrous cycle of bovine using Bayesian network
model analysis in Japanese dairy industries. It is clear from
National Livestock Breeding Center (NLBC, Japan) that, the
overall conception rate of live beef and dairy cattle is
decreasing in last 20 years in Japan (Fig. 2) [25]. Moreover,
the findings of Bayesian network analysis could use for
designing estrous synchronization protocol to improve cattle
productivity and herd management. Moreover, using BNM
analysis would assist the farm management to find out the
presence of estrous cycle more objectively and in an accurate
way.

Using BNM for analyzing the presence or absence of
estrous cycle is the most unique work in this arena. In
addition, the Bayesian results deliver higher accuracy to find
out the estrous cycle in relationships with BCS, Postpartum
interval and number of parity. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows, next the Bayesian network model
section describes the proposed designed Bayesian network
model for identifying estrous cycle using the data sets.
Experiment section will introduce the overall experimental
steps, data collection methods, and conditions in detail. The
analytical results and its interpretation will present in Results
and Discussion sub section. Finally, the paper concludes with
future plans of this research and few challenges.
III.

IDENTIFYING ESTROUS CYCLE USING BAYESIAN
NETWORK MODEL (BNM)

Fig.3 depicts the Bayesian network used in this
investigation. Bayesian network is represented using the
directed graph. The parent node indicates the cause, and the
child node indicates the result. The proposed method uses
three kind of information. Each node indicates the valuable
such as BCS, (PPI)/Days after childbirth, Parity number, and
Estrous cycle. The details are explained in the following fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The proposed Bayesian Network tree structure for identifying estrous
cycle in Cattle

According to Bayes rules, posterior probability of having
estrous cycle or not is designed with each individual
parameter’s prior and conditional probability. Here, The
Bayes equation is used for each parameter as follows,
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probability of BCS evidence to find the posterior probability
of having estrous cycle. Finally, the total posterior probability
of the presence or absence of estrous cycle was determined
under three evidences (BCS, PPI, Parity) by following (1).
A. Body Condition Scoring (BCS)
The research reveals to include BCS while considering the
estrous cycle identification. The BCS is the most significant
influential factors in bovine productivity. An organized
process for determining BCS was created at the University of
Pennsylvania to help achieve consistency and repeatability in
BCS. This system finds its accuracy toward the mid-range
scores (2.50 to 4.00), which includes most cattle in this
investigation. This mid-range is the most critical for making
farm management decisions and most influential for the farm
nutritionist. The BCS outside this range indicate significant
problems and varies significantly with respect to each
individual inspector/observer. This research considering
BCS4.0 methods (quarter-point increase) in 280 individual
cattle of Morinaga Dairy Service Co. Ltd. (MDS), Japan and
the following table describes the meaning of BCS scale. The
BCS4.0 method (0.25 increase) have good repeatability across
and within observers including simplified body scoring as well
as have higher value as a diagnostic test [24]. The BCS
process represents the observer’s view into the certain
anatomical sites for each cow’s pelvic, loin areas, pin and
hook bones, and etc. Next Table I briefly elaborates the
observing BCS of 280 individual cows from the dairy farm of
Iwate Prefecture, Japan under MDS cooperation.
TABLE I.
BCS
2.25
2.5
2.75
3.0
3.25

BCS AND IT’S GENERAL MEANING FOR 280 SAMPLE COW
Meaning (in general)
No fat pads on pin and hook bones- angular shape
Palpable fat pads on pin and hook bones- angular shape
Pin bones- round shape and hook bones- angular shape
with less fat pads
Fat pads on pin and hook bones- round shape
Visible fat pads on pin and hook bones- round shape

B. Postpartum Interval(PPI)/Days after Childbirth
Each cow goes through a period of temporary infertility
known as postpartum anestrus. Usually, cattle do not have
estrous cycle during this period. The common term associated
with this is postpartum interval (PPI), which is the duration
from calving to the subsequent conception again. Several
factors affect the postpartum interval of cows such as BCS,
age and genetics. This research also includes PPI or days after
calving parameter to evaluate the finding of estrous cycle in
cows. It is also evident that BCS is affecting the PPI in beef
and dairy cattle [5, 14, 15, 16, 26]. Therefore, this research
introduces PPI as an individual parameter in the proposed
BNM, which assists to find more accurate estimation of
estrous cycle with sample data. The following table II
describes and categories the PPI of 280 individual cows. In
total, the proposed BNM consider 9 groups with one month
(30 days) interval.

C. Parity Number/Number of calves
Parity is another important parameter in the proposed
BNM. The total number of calves plays vital role in this
investigation as it affects the probability of getting pregnant in
the next subsequent time. The parity number is calculated
without considering its first birth. In this investigation, among
the 280 individual Holstein cattle, the highest number of parity
for each cow is 9 and the lowest is 1. Usually, the cow with
higher parity might have less chance to resume their estrous
cycle whereas the cow with parity range of 1 to 4 might have
higher possibility to continue their estrous cycle on time.
TABLE II.

DAYS AFTER CHILDBITH/PPI & IT’S GROUP FOR BNM

Days after Calving/PPI
31-60 days
61-90 days
91-120 days
121-150 days
151-180 days
181-210 days
211-240 days
241-270 days
>271 days

IV.

Grouping
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS

To evaluate the finding of estrous cycle while considering
BCS, PPI and Parity number, this research proposed a unique
Bayesian Network Model (Fig.3). The overall experimental
steps illustrate in the next Fig.4. Each individual cattle are
identified with a unique number in the farm and then observed
by an experienced inspector. The required BCS, PPI, Parity
number and estrous cycle related data were collected. These
sample data were then processed according to the proposed
BNM to learn the system. The BCS measurement were carried
out with well know BCS4.0 system and the PPI interval were
categorized into 9 groups (Table I and II). Then, all these four
individual parameters for each 280 individual data were feed
into the proposed Bayesian model. The learning and validation
of the model is described briefly in the Results and Discussion
sub section.
A. Conditions
The followings are some of the important condition to
mention during this research. All these 280 individual sample
data were collected from the dairy farm of Iwate Prefecture
with the cooperation of Morinaga Dairy Service (MDS) Co.
Ltd., Japan. The BCS were observed in accordance with the
UV method of Ferguson [24] by an experienced animal
scientist of MDS. The PPI, Parity and other related
information is collected from MDS. All of these 280
individual cattle were Japanese Holstein breed, which were
found anestrus due to some health hazards in its own farm.
The overall investigation for all these problematic dairy cow is
under observation of MDS. The Bayonet 6 software,
developed by AIST, Japan was used to design the proposed
Bayesian network model. The final analytical results
represented by using JMP data analytical tool, developed by
SAS Institute Inc.
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Fig. 4. The overall investigation methods using BNM

B. Results and Discussions
Bayesian network model assisted to visualize the changes
of posterior probability as the evidence increases and thus
assists to improve the accurate findings of estrous cycles with
other methods. The approach of using BNM with the inclusion
of BCS, PPI and parity parameters overlooked all previous
estimation error of finding estrous cycle. The learning of
Bayesian network includes 270 individual data and the rest of
10 data used for test purpose. The 10 data leave out approach
improves the accuracy of the model and therefore 27
individual sets of learning and testing data sets used to
validate the proposed model. Moreover, when the proposed
model acquired higher confidence (less entropy value), the
estimation accuracy for the presence of estrous cycle lies in
between 93 to 100%.

management. It is now also clear from the table that, BCS is
actually not only the significant factor affecting the presence
or absence of timely estrous cycle in cattle. Next, the analysis
of BNM with 27 individual test datasets is shown in fig. 5.
The overall highest estimation accuracy for finding the
presence of estrous cycle based on proposed BNM is 93% and
the average accuracy for all data set is almost 55% and lowest
average accuracy is 50%, while the log-likelihood is more
than 0.7. Using the suspended rule on average likelihood, this
research discovered the average estimation accuracy of
finding estrous cycle, which represents in next fig. 6.

There were 270 samples used to learn the model and the
learning is based on Greedy search algorithm. As a
measurement criterion for the appropriateness of a graph
structure, information criteria AIC is used. The Bayesian tree
was formed by using the estimation of BCS, PPI and Parity
number of each cow. Finally, the posterior probability was
calculated under these three evidence by following (1). The
overall optimum factors for the presence of estrous cycle
according to BCS are illustrated in next table III. The fact of
the table is the general output of the proposed BNM with
learning datasets.
It is evident from many researches that, BCS plays most
vital role for affecting all other individual parameters.
Therefore, the table III focused only on BCS mostly. The
posterior probability for the presence of estrous cycle
according to BCS, PPI (1 to 4 groups) and Parity (1 to 4) is
measured with 270 sample data. When the BCS is 2.75, the
PPI is 31-60 days (group 1) and the parity is 1, the probability
of having estrous cycle is 80%. At the same time, when the
BCS is 2.5, PPI is 91-120 days (group 2) and Parity is 3, the
probability of the presence of estrous cycle is same (80%).
The benefit of using Bayesian model is to find out easily these
kind of many more relationships in the productivity

Fig. 5. Estimation accuracy of individual data sets

It is clear from fig. 6 that, when the likelihood is <0.5, the
highest average estimation accuracy for the presence of
estrous cycle is almost 73% (total 40 cattle) and lowest is 50%
when the likelihood is considering <0.7. On the contrary, most
of the dairy cows lies within the likelihood of <0.6 (130 + 40
=170 cattle) and the average estimation accuracy for
considering all cattle is 55%. However, the research
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discovered that, the sample data might not be enough to
satisfy the proposed Bayesian model. Therefore, the entropy
of proposed model’s outputs was calculated to achieve reliable
discrimination and use it for discrimination-suspension rule
[27]. Entropy indicates or interprets as the risk of incorrect
discrimination and if entropy exceeds some predefined
discrimination threshold, then the discrimination could be
suspended. The following equation used to calculate the
entropy between two states of estrous cycle in the designed
model.
∑
(2)
where,
results of posterior probability for the
presence (1) or absence (0) of estrous cycle. The higher
entropy means the designed network model is ambiguous and
less entropy derive the more confident model.
Fig. 6. Average accuracy vs suspended log likelihood based on total number
of cattle

TABLE III.
BCS
2.25

2.5

2.75

3.0

3.25

THE PROBABILITY OF HAVING ESTROUS CYCLE IN 280 COWS ACCORDING TO BCS, PPI & PARITY

PPI (according to group)
1 (31-60 days)
2 (61-90 days)
3 (91-120 days)
4 (121-150 days)
1 (31-60 days)
2 (61-90 days)
3 (91-120 days)
4 (121-150 days)
1 (31-60 days)
2 (61-90 days)
3 (91-120 days)
4 (121-150 days)
1 (31-60 days)
2 (61-90 days)
3 (91-120 days)
4 (121-150 days)
1 (31-60 days)
2 (61-90 days)
3 (91-120 days)
4 (121-150 days)

Parity (parity 1 to 4)
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

Presence of Estrous cycle (%)
13
20
60
50
44
65
80
75
80
71
71
50
50
75
67
33
60
50
50
50

According to entropy calculation, when the proposed
model gets higher confidence (0.15<entropy>0.15), the
accuracy rate lies in between 93% to 100%, which is one of
the most significant finding in this research. Fig. 7 represents
the results of the proposed BNM with higher confidence. In
addition, Fig. 8 illustrates briefly the most influential
parameters distribution according to the accuracy estimation
with high confident model. These distributions would assist
the farm management to find out most optimum cattle to have
estrous cycle on due course.

Fig. 7. The estimation accuracy of proposed BNM with higher confidence

All of these findings represent significant reliability and
confidence to estimate the presence of estrous cycle with
comparison to other traditional methods. In addition, all these
sample cattle were previously anestrus due to some health
hazards and other reasons in their farm. This investigation
method could easily deploy to other healthy cattle for
designing proper estrous synchronization protocol too.
Moreover, the analytical approach of using Bayesian network
discovers the most optimum conditions for each individual
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cattle to find the presence of estrous cycle. The objective
estimation of finding out the presence or absence of estrous
cycle in cattle definitely boosts up the productivity in this
arena and as well as leads to a new field of research.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PLAN

This research presented the discovering method of cattle’s
estrous cycle presence using a new approach of Bayesian
network model. The inclusion of body condition parameters,
postpartum intervals and parity in the model helped to
evaluate more accurate objective estimation of estrous cycle
presence in cattle. The results and analysis confirmed that, the
more accurate and optimum factors for cattle productivity
could be found by the proposed BNM. The authors believe,
the objective estimation definitely provides boost-up in the

productivity of livestock industry in Japan and others
countries. In future, the authors would like to include other
parameters of cattle for finding out the presence of estrous
cycle. In addition, the proposed model could be validated by
using more sample datasets in future. Therefore, the proposed
methods would get higher confidence and reliability to use at
industry level.
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Fig. 8. Distribution of BCS, PPI and Parity according to high confident model for estimating the presence or absence of estrous cycle
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